Although the establishment of a company was in August 1985, we originally started business as the former name of Shinohara Chemical Works in 1948. In the beginning, we manufactured powdery soaps made from bone oil because of the lack of fat and oil.

Then we switched our business over to the wholesale trader as the rise of detergent and restarted the manufacturing of powdery soaps made from waste oil in 1980, to be the business operation at present.

In addition to manufacturing and technology of soaps, we increased the range of products to achieve high-mix low volume production and sales of more than 20 items of products including solid soaps, shampoo, and body soap, etc. Considering to the future demand of energy, we worked on the research and development of bio diesel fuel production from waste oil. It was successfully put to practical use in 2007 and is currently used in 5 public garbage trucks and 10 private vehicles in Asahikawa.

Address : 2−17, Higashi 1−jo 14−chome, Suehiro, Asahikawa, Hokkaido 0718121 Japan

BDF factory : 137−359, Higashi 2−jo 1−chome, Higashitakasu, Asahikawa, Hokkaido 0718112 Japan

Company Representative : Yasunori Shinohara, president

Phone : +81−166−57−3555 FAX : +81−166−57−3746

URL : http : //www.pekalt.co.jp/

Foundation : August, 1985

Capital : 20,000,000 yen

Employees : 10 (including directors and 4 part-time workers)

Category of Business : Cosmetics manufacturer and industrial waste disposer

Business Overview : Disposal and regeneration of industrial wastes and manufacturing soaps, detergents and cosmetics

Contact : Yasunori Shinohara, president

E-mail : info@pekalt.co.jp